
2-19-21 Prepared by:

Date: 02/19/21

Length: 60 mins

Start Time: 3:20pm

End Time: 4:20pm

Group:

  

Focus:

Level: HS

Length Start Drill Name Category Notes

5 3:20pm 4 corner warm-up Warmup X1/2/3 go with O1/2/3 then X4/5/6 goes with O4/5/6

0 3:25pm lactic position skate Skating

20 3:25pm continuous 2v2 cross ice Small Game Use this one early to set the tone for practice. Be
competitive. You can run from both ends with 5 minutes
and then winners play each other for 5 minutes.

0 3:45pm faceoff review

0 3:45pm Offensive Zone Faceoff (through) Uncategorized

10 3:45pm Decision Maker - 2on1 Small Game

0 3:55pm one-timer work Shooting

10 3:55pm 3 on 3 cone passing drills Small Game

0 4:05pm pp breakout Systems

0 4:05pm pk forecheck Systems

15 4:05pm pp/pk full ice

4 corner warm-up

Drill is run from opposite corners simultaneously
Drill keys:
1. Good sharp turns with puck control
2. Everyone goes full speed to avoid collisions
3. Shots are on goal and kept down (don't hit the goalie in the face in
warmup)
4. Follow your shot and stay in front to deflect the next shot

lactic position skate

45 sec sprints- 3 groups

Key Points: quick feet conditioning



continuous 2v2 cross ice

drill starts with coach pass to O1 or O2. O1/O2 on offense against X1/X2. If
they score, coach throws them a new puck. If X1/X2 can clear to X3/X4,
then O1/O2 backcheck to defense and X1/x2 are replaced by O3/O4 and
X3/X4 try to score. From then you play offense then defense and then
come off.

Key Points: get the heart rate up and set the tone for practice. Be competitive!

   Offensive Zone Faceoff (through)

C wins draw close and ties up opposing center.
RW (right handed shooter) picks up loose puck and shoots or passes to the LW for a one timer
LW goes to the net and opens up for shot or rebound
RD goes to the boards in case shot goes wide

Key Points: RW quick to the loose puck

Decision Maker - 2on1

Each side has 1 defensive player and 2 offensive players. Only the puck can cross the center line. Defenseman
try and get the puck out to their forwards, while the offensive forwards try and capitalize on 2 on 1.

   one-timer work

run from both corners opposite side and same side

Key Points: full speed quick release

https://hockeyshare-animation.s3.amazonaws.com/video-3840980-1611157024.mp4
https://hockeyshare-animation.s3.amazonaws.com/video-3864478-1613700784.mp4


3 on 3 cone passing drills

Teams start on opposite face-off dots in neutral zone. Coach dumps the
puck in. Teams must complete a pass between the cones before they can
shoot on net. Any turnover results in the new puck possession team
having to complete a pass between the cones before they can shoot.

   pp breakout

This illustrates only 1 scenario. each decision point has multiple options.
You must read and react

Key Points: decision making

   pk forecheck

X1 force a pass, X2 takes the pass receiver and X1 gets in the passing
lane.

Basic principle. If you don't have at least 1 and preferably 2 offensive
players in front of you then you should retreat and you want to go inside
out

https://hockeyshare-animation.s3.amazonaws.com/video-3857521-1613080024.mp4
https://hockeyshare-animation.s3.amazonaws.com/video-3857597-1613084944.mp4

